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PROTECT OUR WATERWAYS-NO NUCLEAR WASTE (POW-NNW)    

Box 147  

Municipality of South Bruce    

Teeswater Ontario N0G 2S0    

nodgrsouthbruce@gmail.com 

 

Report on our interactions and issues with the NWMO team 

regarding the site selection process for the Adaptive Phase 

Management project March 2021© 

 

Background 

Protect our Waterways-No Nuclear Waste (POW-NNW) is a group of concerned citizens residing in 
South Bruce who are opposed to our community becoming the DGR site for storing all of Canada's 
nuclear spent fuel waste. The group was formed in February 2020 after a surprise announcement by 
the Nuclear Waste Management Organization (NWMO) regarding their acquisition of 1300 acres of 
farmland just 2 kms from the town of Teeswater, in the municipality of  South Bruce. Immediately upon 
the establishment of the group, a door-to-door campaign was initiated in the community to determine 
how the residents viewed the project. The Municipality of South Bruce is a community of 5600 residents 
and is an economically depressed community with a declining population, low economic development 
and many empty store fronts. POW-NNW were surprised by the response encountered during our visit 
to over 1000 households in the community; 1500 eligible voters signed a petition to stop the 
implementation of a DGR in our community. They did not want to be a willing host community for the 
DGR.  The group was able to visit approximately 60% of the household in South Bruce before the 
COVID-19 pandemic stopped our door-to-door campaign. However, more than 64% of the residents we 
were able to reach did not approve the implementation of a DGR and signed the petition. The group 
presented our petition to the South Bruce Council at their June 9 2020 meeting and forwarded the 
petition to the NWMO at the same time. No action to our petition from our council or the NWMO has 
occurred.  POW-NNW are continuing our opposition to the project and have attached our report for your 
information and perusal.   
  
As a lead into our report, POW-NNW have extracted a quote from Laurie Swami’s introductory 
message in the NWMO annual report “Moving Towards Partnership” dated March 2020 to the 
Honorable Seamus O'Regan. Her quote is as follows;  
 
"With Canada’s plan, we committed to a collaborative process to select a site for the long-term 
management of Canada’s used nuclear fuel. As the process bears out, we see it was the right choice. 
The progress we have made together with the communities fills me with pride''.1 

                                                           
1
 https://www.nwmo.ca/~/media/Site/Reports/2020/03/06/19/24/NWMO-Triennial-Report-201719.ashx?la=en 
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In this NWMO report six fundamental values were given that highlight the approach to be employed by 
the NWMO team”for informing and guiding our work" for the project. 
 
The attached report provides Protect Our Waterways- No Nuclear Waste's review of NWMO’s  
performance in the Municipality of South Bruce. In summary, Protect our Waterways- No Nuclear 
Waste do not support the claims that a collaborative process has been followed nor have the NWMO 
successfully met the intent of the fundamental values specified “for informing and guiding their work”. 
 
This report will focus on 3 of the 6 values listed in the NWMO Moving Towards Partnership report 
namely; integrity, collaboration and transparency. 
     

 
 
Protect Our Waterways-No Nuclear Waste Directors 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

                                                                                                                                                                                                         
 
 
   

8 signing members of POW
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

 
The Nuclear Waste Management Organization’s (NWMO’s) 9 Step process is not community driven. It 
is NWMO driven, with the sole objective of successfully developing, managing, and operating the 
world’s first high-level radioactive waste deep geological repository (DGR). The NWMO’s process has 
not been created to earn the social license of the community to approve this project. The process has 
been created and implemented to manage community opinion such that a very small group of decision-
makers, such as a majority of the Council of the Municipality of South Bruce, will vote to approve, 
despite community objections. 
 
Numerous examples are listed in the report where the NWMO does not meet their specified 
fundamental values contained in the document “Moving Towards Partnership”. 
 
NWMO claim that the Deep Geological Repository (DGR) is Canada’s plan for disposing of the nuclear 
spent fuel waste. It was determined based on years of input from Indigenous people, Canadian citizens, 
International scientific consensus and global best practices. However, the process used to arrive at this 
conclusion was flawed. Only three options were presented to the citizens and two of those options had 
the same basic issue and that was storing it above ground indefinitely was not a permanent solution. 
The International scientific consensus, noted above, which also included the NWMO, were all 
promoting the DGR concept. Hence the only solution remaining for these Canadians to choose was the 
DGR. There were other options available, such as “Rolling Stewardship”, but none were mentioned. In 
POW-NNW’s opinion, the statement that the DGR is Canada’s plan is misleading and only intended to 
give credibility to the concept of a DGR for the rest of the citizens of Canada. 
 
Although the NWMO have completed an extensive amount of research, and developed a number of 
computer-generated formulas, there is no operating experience where high level radioactive spent fuel 
has been stored in a DGR to validate any of their data. There are numerous operational procedures 
besides the technological unknowns about the DGR that result in the whole process as being classified 
as an experiment. 
 
 
It is POW-NNW’s recommendation that policy changes should be considered by NRCan that ensure 

projects of this magnitude treat the social and economic impact for a community as a priority and are 

completed at the outset of the proposal. Another policy change we feel is imperative is that the NWMO 

should not be permitted to fund municipalities to help the NWMO in the education process of the 

project. This is the job of the NWMO and the municipality must remain neutral and independent. South 

Bruce has received over $3.M to help the NWMO to promote the technical capabilities of a DGR. In 

addition, the municipality has received more than $1.5M for activities not related to the project with no 

doubt of the hope of winning support from the community for their project. In our opinion, these are 

changes required to improve the engagement process for such major undertakings.  Given that the 

NWMO have a major political need to find a solution for disposing of the highly radioactive spent fuel 

waste and that the Municipality of South Bruce are seeking a solution to their lack of economic growth 

and development, it appears that the objectives are both aligned with a DGR implementation and 

therefore not independent of each other as stated in reports from the NWMO and the South Bruce 

Council and Municipality. 
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Reasons why Protect our Waterways-No Nuclear Waste have lost 
confidence in the NWMO team 

 
In the report mentioned above, NWMO’s description for integrity is “We act with openness, honesty and 
respect” 
 

OPENNESS 
 
On the value of openness there have too many times that our team has been met with surprises and 
lack of full disclosure on an activity or information. The following are just a few examples of this 
experience; 
 
The NWMO was busy acquiring land along the 8th concession of South Bruce during the fall/winter of 
2019, yet, it was all done without anyone but the prospective landowners, who would sell, knowing what 
was happening. In our municipality, if a change in the purpose of a farm is proposed, neighbours are 
sent a letter and signs are posted so that everyone is aware of what is happening. In this case, 
landowners were told not to discuss their deals. Just days before, NWMO were specifically asked if any 
land had been purchased and the answer was no, but, on January  24, 2020 South Bruce residents first 
read about it in the Toronto Star.2 How is that transparent or show openness? 
 
Included in step 5 of the NWMO process is the following; "Although accountable authorities will speak 
for communities in the initial stages of the siting process, ultimately a compelling demonstration of 
willingness will be required involving residents of the community in order to host this project." 3  
 
Yet, despite repeated requests, there has been absolutely no definition given for what a “compelling 
demonstration of willingness” is and how it will be measured and determined.  This lack of definition for 
a compelling willingness is not a new problem. It has been identified by many groups for several 
years. NWMO also claim that the community must be an informed community but again there is no 
methodology or measurement to determine what is an informed community. Based on the Visionary 
workshop activities, the NWMO and South Bruce have created 32 statements of work to be completed 
by hired consultants and the NWMO. One of the 32 studies is for South Bruce to develop a community 
process for defining and assessing Willingness.4 Nowhere in this work statement does the word 
“Compelling” exist or any information on how to measure when a community is informed. Yet as noted 
above in step 5, the NWMO process states a compelling demonstration of willingness will be required. 
 
Our requested approach is that we employ the democratic approach to determine if the community is a 
compelling willing host and hold a binding referendum to determine this condition. Both the NWMO and 
the South Bruce council are ignoring this request and the standard answer we receive from both parties 
is that it is too early for a referendum5 as we need to become an informed community first. Recent 
correspondence6 continues to show no commitment on behalf of the Municipality of South Bruce to hold 

                                                           
2
 https://www.thestar.com/news/canada/2020/01/24/rural-ontario-landowners-agree-to-testing-initiative-for-proposed-

nuclear-waste-storage-facility.html?rf 
3
 https://www.nwmo.ca/en/Site-selection/Steps-in-the-Process/Steps-4-to-9-Site-Confirmation-Construction-and-

Operations 
4
 https://www.town.southbruce.on.ca/content/news-updates/oct-28.20-south-bruce-guiding-principles.pdf 

5
 Appendix 1: Letter to Council from David Donnelly Dated Feb 4 2021 

6
 Appendix 2: Letter to POW-NNW from Patrick Duffy Dated Feb 23 2021 

https://www.thestar.com/news/canada/2020/01/24/rural-ontario-landowners-agree-to-testing-initiative-for-proposed-nuclear-waste-storage-facility.html?rf
https://www.thestar.com/news/canada/2020/01/24/rural-ontario-landowners-agree-to-testing-initiative-for-proposed-nuclear-waste-storage-facility.html?rf
https://www.nwmo.ca/en/Site-selection/Steps-in-the-Process/Steps-4-to-9-Site-Confirmation-Construction-and-Operations
https://www.nwmo.ca/en/Site-selection/Steps-in-the-Process/Steps-4-to-9-Site-Confirmation-Construction-and-Operations
https://www.town.southbruce.on.ca/content/news-updates/oct-28.20-south-bruce-guiding-principles.pdf
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a binding referendum.  POW-NNW’s belief is that both the NWMO and South Bruce council are 
purposely delaying the process so that they can find a way to avoid a binding referendum and the 
accepted democratic way of determining a major life altering decision for the community. 
 
When an organization delays or skirts a fundamental question about a requirement they created, one is 
left with the impression that they are not open or honest with their actions. 
 

HONESTY  
 
We have several situations where the answers to questions are vague or incomplete and in other cases 
misleading or incorrect.  Here are a few examples of this issue; 
 
In a June 2020 NWMO flyer7 under the banner of The NWMO and South Bruce Learning Together was 
distributed to all the households in the municipality of South Bruce containing the following statement;  
”Countries that currently have operating deep geological repositories for radioactive material include 
Finland, South Korea, Sweden and the United States. All existing deep geological repositories are 
highly regulated and operating safely”. According to the definition8 by the CNSC, Finland, South Korea 
and Sweden are not deep geological repositories as the depth of which do not exceed 200 meters, 
making them near surface repositories. Also, none of these repositories store high level radioactive 
spent fuel. This is not factual information as claimed in the flyer. No correction to these mistakes were 
ever acknowledged.  
 
In a similar flyer issued by the NWMO in July9 under the heading “DID YOU KNOW” the following 
statement appeared;  ”There are several locations where natural radioactivity has been contained for 
millions of years by the surrounding geology. These natural systems provide strong evidence 
supporting the concept of containment within a deep geological repository under similar conditions“. 
This statement is misleading. No doubt the intention was to give the residents of South Bruce a warm 
comfortable feeling about the DGR design and its ability to contain and isolate used nuclear fuel.  There 
are several misleading facts in this statement. First the level of radioactivity in used fuel versus uranium 
ore, according to a chart produced by the NWMO10 is 10,000 times greater than uranium ore even after 
the used fuel has been decaying for 50 years. A key issue with placing spent fuel in a DGR is the heat 
generated by the used fuel can fracture the rock if placed too soon in the cavity thereby allowing water 
to enter the cavity. There is no comparison to the heat being generated or the chemical makeup of the 
spent fuel versus uranium ore. Other issues with DGR’s that disallow this comparison are, the effects of 
Excavation Damage Zones, gas generation associated with container degradation and other 
interactions at the depth, and releases through the shaft vents into the atmosphere, as well as eventual 
releases underground, upon the inevitable corrosion of fuel bundle containers through time. Current 
studies on the impact of released radionuclides upon multiple and interconnected levels of the 
environment are only in the early years of study. 
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 Appendix 3: The NWMO and South Bruce Learning Together June 2020 

8
 https://www.canada.ca/en/nuclear-safety-commission/search.html?q=dgr&gcwu-srch-submit=Search 

9
 Appendix 4: Did You Know July 2020 

10
 https://www.nwmo.ca/en/Canadas-Plan/Canadas-Used-Nuclear-Fuel/Radiation-Risk-and-Safety 

https://www.canada.ca/en/nuclear-safety-commission/search.html?q=dgr&gcwu-srch-submit=Search
https://www.nwmo.ca/en/Canadas-Plan/Canadas-Used-Nuclear-Fuel/Radiation-Risk-and-Safety
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The most recent survey, conducted by IPSOS11 on behalf of Bruce Power, concluded “Awareness of 
and support for the process to select a nuclear waste site has significantly increased since the 
company’s previous polling on this topic in 2017”. The question asked in the 2021 survey was “Would 
you say that you support or oppose this consultation and study process?” Prior to this, the question was 
“Would you say that you support or oppose this proposal?” These are two different questions but the 
report concluded that there is increased approval. 
 
There are more examples where the NWMO fail to reveal all aspects of the information they are 
publishing. 
 

RESPECT  
 
On September 2020 Protect Our Waterways-No Nuclear waste circulated a flyer12 to South Bruce and a 
number of other communities. The flyer contained information about the NWMO plans to potentially 
create a DGR in the South Bruce community. The flyer identified several potential issues with the DGR 
implementation.  On September 24 2020, a letter13 was written by Dr Ben Belfadhel, Vice President of 
site selection for the NWMO, and sent to all the local newspaper claiming that misinformation was 
contained in the flyer and that the flyer was based on fear not facts. The NWMO never informed our 
group what was considered by the NWMO to be misinformation prior to his letter to the editor being 
published. Dr Belfadhel stated in his letter that the site selection process is designed to be fair and 
inclusive. In our view, POW-NNW does not consider the process to be fair and inclusive as the site 
selection process is designed to ensure that the mandate of the NWMO is achieved. The process is 
geared to convince a desperate community, in need of financial help, to be a host community and rid 
the nuclear industry of a political problem, namely the nuclear spent fuel waste, which has plagued the 
industry for more than fifty years. Dr. Belfadhel went on in the letter to state POW-NNW are the “Not 
Willing to Listen “group and our campaign is considered fear-mongering.  
 
We do not think it is respectful to apply a label to a grassroots group that have spent months of their 
personal time learning about the Adaptive Phase Management (APM) program and have come to a 
realization that they do not agree with views or conclusions of the NWMO.   
 

COLLABORATION 
 
NWMO VALUE STATEMENT for collaboration is “We engage in a manner that is inclusive, is 
responsive, and supports trust, constructive dialogue, and meaningful partnership”   
 

INCLUSIVE (For this value, POW-NNW is using the meaning that the information being shared is 

encompassing everything concerned and is comprehensive.) 
 
In numerous NWMO documents, the statement made is that the APM plan is Canada’s plan based on 
years of input from Canadians, Indigenous people, international scientific consensus, and global best 
practices. This sounds like an all-inclusive claim and that all the bases are covered and everyone 
agrees with the approach. These types of statements are to make a person feel comfortable about the 
approach as with all these efforts, pointing in this direction, it can’t be wrong. 
 
However, how did the Canadian and Indigenous come to agree that it was Canada’s plan? 

                                                           
11

 https://www.ipsos.com/en-ca/news-polls/bruce-power-continues-to-receive-strong-support-from-residents-in-grey-
bruce-and-huron-counties 
12

 Appendix 5: Protect Our Waterways flyer Sept 2020 
13

 Appendix 6: Letter to Editor – Vice President Ben Belfadhel 

https://www.ipsos.com/en-ca/news-polls/bruce-power-continues-to-receive-strong-support-from-residents-in-grey-bruce-and-huron-counties
https://www.ipsos.com/en-ca/news-polls/bruce-power-continues-to-receive-strong-support-from-residents-in-grey-bruce-and-huron-counties
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The process followed by NWMO to determine this was to give citizens of Canada 3 options to choose 
from; (i) create a DGR, (ii) leave it where it is, (iii) move it to a central location and keep it above 
ground. The lay people engaged in this kind of discussion must have been confused. Why were these 
experts in the industry asking us ordinary citizens this type of question? Do they not have the answer?  
It turns out that the NWMO did have the answer based on their research and the answer was create a 
DGR. So yes, the people agreed with the NWMO that creating a DGR was the answer.  
 
The other claim in these statements was there is consensus among the International scientific 
community. This is partially true as there does appear to be agreement among DGR proponents, who 
are mostly the waste generators, albeit with support from some nuclear agencies. However, there are 
scientists all over the world that do not believe this is the right approach. Regarding the last claim in the 
statement there is no DGR operating anywhere in the world therefore no experience is available to 
validate the global best practices claim.  
 
Why not just state this is NWMO’s and the Nuclear industry’s plan and we, the NWMO, convinced our 
Government and the citizens of Canada to accept our plan? Why hide the fact it is your plan? Is that 
being honest or up front with communications?  
 
Lately the NWMO is delivering flyers to the South Bruce households called “The Facts”14 
One of the Facts is “our lakes and waterways will be protected”. The project will be built 400 meters 
deeper than the deepest point of Lake Huron, located further from the lake than used nuclear fuel is 
currently stored.  
 
This is not an inclusive statement. What is missing from the statement is that as long as we have power 
generated by Nuclear reactors, used nuclear spent fuel coming out of the reactor must be stored at the 
lake for 30+ years before being placed in a DGR.  The other issue with these statements is that there 
have been no detailed geological studies completed on the South Bruce site so how can one be 
absolute about any conditions regarding the DGR at this site. Also missing is that the current above 
ground storage systems are monitored and fully accessible for remediation of any failures to the 
containment systems. It also states -quite categorically- the depth at which the repository would be 
located, despite the absence of any detailed geological studies, as noted above.   
 
The Atomic Energy of Canada Limited (AECL) was criticized in an Ontario commission report for 
making statements that appear to be absolute fact. The report stated that such an approach inhibits the 
ability for parties involved to have a dialogue around a point of contention.  
 
We find the flyer and other information circulated by the NWMO with the connotation of being absolute 
fact results in the same lack of effective communications. 
 
 

RESPONSIVE  
 
How can an organization be considered responsive when two of the most fundamental conditions for 
choosing a final resting spot for a DGR has no definition or a methodology to measure the outcome?  
NWMO state that they will not choose a site unless there is a compelling demonstration of willingness 
and the community must be an informed community. These conditions were established by the NWMO 
yet when asked in multiple emails and years ago to define these requirements, none has been 
forthcoming. 
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 Appendix 7: NWMO The Facts 
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 one of our team members took part in the NWMO open house meeting in late November 
2020. He had a number of questions for the NWMO personnel present at the event who did not have 
the answers but promised to get back to him with the answers. On December 4 2020, did receive 
an email from , community relationship manager at NWMO, providing a link to one of 
the questions. responded to  email on the same day with this comment: 
 
“Thank you for this follow up email. I do appreciate you taking the time to send this information 
regarding the containers. As referenced the proposed containers were one of several such topics of 
concern which I raised in Formosa and by no means my biggest concern. 
 
Although I do appreciate this email, it misses the larger issues and problems associated with this 
project. It's an issue of sustainability in general for the nuclear industry as a whole and again this 
concentration on one small component of the project (containers) is representative of where NWMO as 
an organization is failing Canadians and also failing the entire nuclear industry and the men and women 
who count on it for employment. as I expressed in Formosa, I recognize the economic benefits 
nuclear power generation has brought regionally to Bruce County and surrounding areas”  
 
To date there has been no response. This is just one of many issues where we do not receive a reply 
or the answers provided are insufficient in detail. 
 

SUPPORTS TRUST  
 
Marketing propaganda15 sent out in flyers and to the media with statements such as “Your Safety is our 
Purpose” or “our generation has enjoyed the benefits of electricity produced by the nuclear industry so 
it is your responsibility to deal with the waste now and not leave it to the future generation to solve “ 
 
NWMO’s published mandate in their documents is; 
 
The Nuclear Waste Management Organization (NWMO) was established in 2002 by Canada’s nuclear 
electricity producers in accordance with the Nuclear Fuel Waste Act (NFWA). Operating on a not-for-
profit basis under the Canada Not-for-profit Corporations Act, we are responsible for designing and 
implementing Canada’s plan for the long-term management of used nuclear fuel. 
 
Although safety is a major requirement for the APM project it is not the purpose of the organization as 
noted above. NWMO’s purpose is to find a community willing to accept toxic radioactive material in their 
community for short term economic gains. The implementation and operation of a DGR will result in 
radioactive material entering the biosphere. No matter if it is classified as safe levels, this pollution of 
the environment does not exist in our neighborhood today. Besides the radioactive emissions we will 
also be incurring, during the construction period, high levels of dust from the excavation, numerous 
trucks and heavy construction vehicles releasing carbon into the air and noise from the blasting 
activities in creating a mine as well as radon gas emitting from the excavated rock.  
 
How does this translate into the claim that” Your safety is our Purpose?” 
 
On the issue of our generation must deal with the waste, POW-NNW are mystified why waste 
generated by the Nuclear industry is our problem to deal with now or at all. South Bruce consumes less 
than 5 % of the electricity produced by the Nuclear industry so if we are responsible for disposing of the 
waste created by our use of electricity why does South Bruce have to deal with 100% of the waste. 
These marketing propaganda statements do not lead to a trusting environment.  
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 Appendix 8: NWMO Your Safety is Our Purpose  

http://laws-lois.justice.gc.ca/eng/acts/N-27.7/
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The other factor that makes trusting the NWMO difficult is the level of funding provided to the 
community which is not associated with the implementation of the project. South Bruce municipality has 
received from the NWMO $1.5 M for what is called the “Well Being Fund” These funds are under strict 
control of the NWMO and are used to improve a number of the facilities in the community and other 
goodwill activities.  
 
What is the real purpose of providing this level of funds and what is expected by the NWMO in return? 
 
Another $3M plus has been provided to the municipality over the period from 2012 with the express 
desire of the NWMO to be used by the municipality in helping the NWMO educate the residents of the 
community. In the last year, two additional full time staff members were hired by the municipality who 
are fully funded and dedicated to the NWMO APM project. These staff members are in addition to an 
existing staff member also dedicated to the APM task plus the fees charged by a lawyer assigned to the 
APM project. 
 
All dedicated staff members of the municipality, by their involvement, promote the values of the APM 
project. 
 

CONSTRUCTIVE DIALOGUE  
 
In January 2020, two members of the POW-NNW team attended the Visionary workshop in Teeswater, 

Ontario to learn more about NWMO’s Adaptive Phase Management plan for a high-level nuclear waste 

facility in our community. It was clear, very early that NWMO had a much different goal for that day than 

what their goal was.  As mentioned, they thought they were at a workshop to “learn more”’ about the 

project, when in actuality the information brought out was slanted to “vision “all the great things that 

would happen to our community if this project came to South Bruce.  The topics NWMO highlighted 

were all about the economic gains for the community, the growth, added jobs, infrastructure and money 

for businesses and increased education.   They had to give positives that they saw if the project came 

to South Bruce and these were written on papers and put up on the wall. What about the risks, the 

hazards and dangers of this project?  NWMO never wants to discuss these topics and they were 

informed that there will be environmental impact studies done including the impact the project might 

have on the quality of their drinking the water at a later date.  

The purpose of the Visionary workshop according to the NWMO and South Bruce was to develop the 

“Guiding Principles” for the Municipality to determine the merits of becoming a willing host community. 

From the NWMO document “Values and Principles to Guide Partnership Discussions” the following 

highlights were extracted; 

“Values and Principles to Guide Partnership Discussions”  

Values and principles are important because they will guide the way South Bruce and the NWMO talk 

and work with each other during more detailed conversations about the project. 

Values and principles might include:  

 the commitment to all ideas being considered; 

 the need to report out regularly to community members to ensure transparency 

 treating benefit to the community as paramount; 

 engaging in the spirit of mutual respect”’  
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As noted above by the two attendees at the visionary workshop, which was also experienced by other 

attendees, the commitment to all ideas, treating benefit to the community as paramount, and engaging 

in the spirit of mutual respect were all lacking in the workshop engagement process.  

Ideas, contrary to selling the concept of a DGR, were all quickly dismissed. Those attendees in favor of 

the DGR project no doubt thought the exercise was great and on target to meet their objectives. 

As part of Step 3 in the NWMO 9 step process, the Municipality of South Bruce was requested by the 

NWMO to create a Community Liaison Committee16 and did so in 2012. The Committee was identified 

as being independent of the NWMO and according to their mandate was to help the community make 

an informed decision about South Bruce’s continued participation in the sitting process. The members 

of the committee are to remain neutral in their approach because of the belief that the citizens of South 

Bruce can only make a decision of this importance when all the facts are made available to them. 

What we find based on attending these meetings is that the South Bruce Community Liaison 

Committee (SB CLC) is totally aligned with the mandate of the NWMO. The findings of a search on the 

content of the CLC meetings indicate that the South Bruce Community Liaison Committee (SBCLC) 

has not endeavoured to educate themselves in an unbiased manner. The speakers procured for 

educational purposes have been entirely one-sided; pro-deep geological repository. In the early days of 

the Committee there was some discussion of having presenters of an alternate viewpoint speak at the 

meetings, however after 2015 that was never mentioned again. Of the 60 speakers who have 

presented at SBCLC meeting, 56 out of the 60 were hired by the NWMO or are NWMO employees and 

all were biased to a DGR implementation. Three speakers were impartial members of the federal 

regulatory body Canadian Nuclear Safety Commission (CNSC). but they also were in support of a DGR 

approach. Only one speaker, , has highlighted some of the technical issues with the 

APM project and is in opposition of the concept.  

From 2012 to February 2020, approximately 10 meetings per year were held and for each of the year 

less than 100 residents attended annually. Of particular note, questions from members of the public 

were limited to one or two questions following the guest presentation. After a number of complaints 

about this situation in 2020, the public were allowed to ask a few questions starting in the March 2020 

meeting. More often than not, the presenters could not provide adequate responses. 

How can a committee be unbiased or informed about the merit of a project if you only listen to an 

organization who is attempting to sell you a bill of goods? How can you have a constructive dialogue if 

you are only presenting the positive capabilities of an undertaking and claim that all the information 

being presented are “absolute facts”? How can it be considered a learning process when few questions 

are allowed and sometimes not answered? In any reasonable way of thinking this approach does not 

lead to being informed or to having a dialogue with the residents of the community; constructive or not. 

Another claim on page 113 of the NWMO March 2020 report to the Honourable Seamus O’Regan 

states that “the site selection process is community -driven and underpinned by safety, fairness, 

collaboration, and shared decision-making” This statement leads to the conclusion that the NWMO and 

the Municipality of South Bruce have a shared vision that being the implementation of a DGR. 

However, our council claims no decision has been made on the project to date. More importantly, 

citizens who have concerns about the proposed DGR are not receiving adequate answers to their 

questions,  so how can it be claimed that there is a shared vision as the report states. 

                                                           
16

 Appendix 9: South Bruce CLC January 2014 Flyer 
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MEANINGFUL PARTNERSHIP 

The events sponsored by NWMO in 2020 had very low attendance when considered the population of 

South Bruce is just over 5600.  The events included the South Bruce Visionary Workshop, 

Environmental Workshops # 1 and #2, Open Houses in Teeswater, Mildmay, and Formosa as well as 

the NWMO Mobile Learning Units and the Youth program.  The attendance numbers were confirmed by 

from NWMO.  

1.The consultant for the Visionary Workshop was AECOM, hired by the NWMO. These workshops 

occurred on different dates and locations throughout the municipality.  Although it states in the Aecom 

report that the workshops were well attended the total attendance was only 144 people and some of 

those counted were South Bruce Community Liaison Members (CLC) (19), Municipality staff (10) and 

Youth (from grade 7 to post -secondary-21). Included in the total number is that a few of the leadership 

team (Community Liaison Committee, the Mayor, and members of the Council) attended more than one 

workshop. See page 6 for the attendance report on the South Bruce Project Visionary Report.  The link 

to the report is:                               

https://www.town.southbruce.on.ca/content/news-updates/final-project-visioning-report.pdf  

2.     Open houses in Teeswater, Formosa, and Mildmay from October 26th to November 6, 2020 had 

76 participants. 

3.     NWMO Learn More mobile units from September 22 to 29, 2020 had 200 participants. This mobile 

unit travelled to towns and villages in South Bruce.  

4.     Environmental Workshop #1—9 workshops were held from August 2020 to October 2020 for a 

total of 29 participants.  

5.     Environmental Workshop #2—2 virtual and 3 in-person workshops held in November 2020 with 16 

participants  

6      Youth Workshop had 2 meetings attended by 4 students and 3 students respectively.  

The take away from the level of attendance at these various events is that a meaningful partnership 

with the residents did not happen. However, whenever we attend an NWMO or South Bruce  hosted 

activity or send a letter /email to either of these parties the standard answer coming back is “we thank 

you for your continued interest in the APM project “. We realize at this moment we are just being 

treated as a person in support of the project and a number on the record of how many people attended 

this event.  The message being promoted by the NWMO is, isn’t it great regarding the number of 

residents who are showing interest in the project?  

The other concern with all of these events was they were not driven by the community but rather by the 

NWMO and the consultants hired by the NWMO, who actively participated in the major meetings and 

produced the reports and the summary of the conclusions from the meetings. 

TRANSPARENCY value statement as described in the NWMO document “Moving Towards 

Partnership” is; “We communicate openly and responsibly, providing information about our approach, 

processes and decision making”’ 

 

https://www.town.southbruce.on.ca/content/news-updates/final-project-visioning-report.pdf
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COMMUNICATING OPENING AND RESPONSIBILTY 

The landowners around the proposed site for the DGR in Teeswater experienced no communication 
about the proposed purchase of land for the DGR. The purchased land was not originally done under 
the NWMO title but through numbered companies thus it was not possible to define the extent of 
purchased land until all the acreage needed was purchased and announced. Again, landowners 
adjacent to and in close proximity of the site, were not included in any communication of the process, 
unless agreeing to sell/option their land. 

NWMO paid or offered a price 25% above market value as an enticement to owners in selling their 
farms or agreeing to an option clause. The value of the surrounding farmland should be of no less value 
but that is not the case. Having the land deals kept as a discussion only between buyer and seller does 
not create openness or fairness. Some of the surrounding landowners were feeling very stressed about 
being approached to sell/option their land. By NWMO offering to purchase the land at prices well above 
market value and their agent making continuous contact, many landowners were feeling very pressured 
to sell.  

 A “partnership committee" was formed in May 2019 with the following members, the South Bruce 
Mayor, Deputy Mayor, CAO of the municipality, a NWMO representative (not named ever) and a lawyer 
consultant of the municipality paid by the NWMO with strong ties to the Nuclear industry. Despite 
requesting minutes of these meeting on at least 2 occasions, no minutes of this committee were ever 
produced.  Why were no reports/records of the partnership committee findings reviewed with council or 
minutes written? We were informed that these meetings were about discussing topics related to 
ongoing questions about the APM project. However, the real purpose of these meetings was to finalize 
a funding agreement between the NWMO and the municipality that was formalized in April 2020.  

To this day we do not understand what the secrecy of these meetings was all about and we certainly do 
not think this type of behaviour is consistent with the definition of being open. 

On January 18 2021 the residents of South Bruce received a request to respond to a survey 
commissioned by the NWMO with the support of the South Bruce municipality. The lead in to the 
survey provided four paragraphs describing the NWMO mandate and information about Canada’s plan 
for the APM project. Contained within these paragraphs was the following statement “’The repository 
design provides the option of retrieving the used nuclear fuel”’ However, at the November 2020 South 
Bruce CLC meeting, Derek Wilson, NWMO’s chief engineer, provided an answer to the following 
question; 

Q. So it's there to be in place forever?  We'd forever have this underneath South Bruce? 

 A. Yes, the repository is intended to be permanent at whichever site is selected. A deep geological 
repository uses a combination of engineered and natural barriers to safely contain and isolate used 
nuclear fuel, essentially forever. Once all of Canada’s used fuel has been emplaced in the repository, 
the facility can be actively managed and monitored for as long as society wishes to do so. 

During presentation stated that the containers of the spent fuel could be removed, if 
necessary, but it is best to do that early in the life of the project as the DGR was not designed with the 
intention of removing the nuclear spent fuel containers. When there are two different answers to a DGR 
capability it leaves the residents of South Bruce wondering what answer or statement is the correct 
one? 
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Based on the 36 Guiding Principles, which were developed in the Visionary Workshops, 32 work 
statements were created in December 2020 and sent out to consultants to quote on the work to be 
performed. The Guiding Principles and the resulting work statements were developed to help the South 
Bruce community in making an informed decision on whether the community want to become a 
compelling willing host community for the APM project. However, after reviewing all of the work 
statements, it turns out the NWMO wrote 20 out of the 32 work statements and are responsible for 
delivering the study material and conclusions. 7 of the work statements were developed jointly with 
South Bruce and the NWMO and both have the responsibility of managing the necessary work to 
complete the study detail. Only 5 work statements were written by the South Bruce individual and he is 
responsible or a consultant he hires to complete the task. 

What is strange about all of this is if these studies are created as a result of the residents input how 
come so many are assigned to the NWMO to complete? Also, it turns out that 20 of the studies are 
required by the NWMO as input to meet the requirements for an eventual Impact Assessment review of 
the project. So was the visionary workshop and the resulting 32 work statements all orchestrated to 
meet the needs of the NWMO and not that of South Bruce. 

The South Bruce municipality and the residents of South Bruce will not determine the approval of the 
technical and environmental requirements of the project as that will be decided by the Federal 
Regulatory teams. The only real activity for the South Bruce administration is whether the project will 
deliver on the promise of economic growth projected by the NWMO.The major component of the South 
Bruce economic study is the NWMO work force numbers that are required for the 4 phases of the 
project. These work force numbers have been advertised and documented by the NWMO for more than 
a year now.  

Why then has the South Bruce council not commissioned some form of study in the early stages of this 
project to validate the economical benefit claims that the NWMO are advertising?  We are now nine 
years into the life of this engagement and the municipality’s only statement is there will be economical 
growth within the community and jobs created for our people.  

Is the delay in doing the study because they are blindly following the 9 step process of the NWMO? 

CONCLUSIONS 

This report produced by the Protect Our Waterways No Nuclear Waste (POW-NNW) concludes that 

several of the fundamental operating values described in the NWMO document ”Moving 

Towards Partnership” have not been met.  

The 3 out of 6 values listed in the document reviewed by POW-NNW were integrity, collaboration, and 

transparency. This summary will highlight the experiences of each of the above value statements.  

It also reaches this conclusion: the Nuclear Waste Management Organization’s (NWMO’s) process is 

not community driven. It is NWMO driven, with the sole objective of successfully developing, managing, 

and operating a high-level radioactivity waste deep geological repository (DGR). The NWMO’s process 

has not been created to earn the social license of the community to approve this project. The process 

has been created and implemented to manage community opinion such that a very small group of 

decision-makers, such as a majority of the Council of the Municipality of South Bruce, will vote to 

approve, despite community objections. 
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The NWMO definition for the integrity value contains the words openness, honesty, and respect. The 

report identifies that on multiple occasions, that the NWMO are not always open with their 

communications. The lack of a definition and methodology to determine whether a community will be a 

compelling and willing host community is just one example where the NWMO conduct fails to meet the 

intent of the value statement. 

On several occasions the NWMO has published information which was sent to all the households in 

South Bruce that contained incorrect or misleading information in an effort to minimize the unknown, 

dangerous factors regarding the proposed DGR 

For the requirement of treating people with respect, one just needs to read the letter to the editor from 

Dr Ben Belfadhel, NWMO Vice President of site selection, dated September 24, 2020. In this letter, 

Belfadhel makes derogatory comments about POW-NNW.  Having spent hundreds of hours reading 

numerous reports and listening to 50 + pro DGR presenters, we were labeled in his letter as the “Not 

Willing to Listen group”. His statement that our campaign amounts to fearmongering is clearly 

disrespectful. Belfadhel’s comments position our opposition to the DGR as a nuisance, uninformed, and 

not worthy of serious consideration. 

Under the value statement called Collaboration, NWMO claims they engage in a manner that is 

“inclusive, responsive and supports constructive dialogue, and meaningful partnerships”. As evidence, 

NWMO states they have collaborated with thousands of Canadians to determine Canada’s plan for 

dealing with the nuclear spend fuel waste. Upon examining this claim, we find that only 2 alternatives 

were ever presented to these Canadians for managing this toxic waste versus the status quo of leaving 

it where it is today.  Where is the evidence that thousands of Canadians even heard about the original 

three options, which included the DGR option? 

The sum of NWMO’s activities demonstrate the option of a DGR has always been its focus. Since it 

was the NWMO’s experts that have been making this pitch, the people agreed that the DGR approach 

was the best solution. No alternative solutions were mentioned during these discussions even though 

approaches such as “Rolling Stewardship” was a known methodology for successfully managing the 

waste.  

In the same letter, mentioned above, Belfadhel states that “’We owe it to future generations to 

implement a long-term sustainable solution. We have the answer”.   

With no NWMO testing having been undertaken at the proposed DGR site in Teeswater how can this 

type of absolute statement be made? This style of engagement is not consistent with being “responsive 

and supporting constructive dialogue”. The NWMO has started a campaign where flyers have been 

distributed called “THE FACTS” claiming the information published by POW-NNW is misinformation. 

Yet, any facts that NWMO publishes are presented as absolute. Such absolutism inhibits the ability of 

having a constructive dialogue. 

The NWMO have long stated that the DGR project will not proceed in a community where the 

community is not informed and if a community has not demonstrated that they are a compelling willing 

host community.   

However, despite numerous requests for the definition of what is a compelling host community and 

what methodology will be used to determine these criteria, the NWMO have provided no answers to 

these questions. How can one trust an organization that establishes criteria to determine acceptability 
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of a project, yet does not provide a definition or methodology on how these criteria will be met? This, 

once again, does not meet the stated values of being “responsive and supporting trust”. 

The purpose of the Visionary Workshops held in the community was to create what is being called the 

“Guiding Principles”. These principles were to be used by the community to determine if the project 

meets its needs. However, at the NWMO-hosted visionary workshops, when attendees wanted to 

discuss the cons of the project, they were told that this was not the purpose of the workshop.  Once 

again, this approach does not enable a constructive dialogue. 

According to the NWMO literature, the siting-process is to be a community-driven event. Yet all 

activities associated with the DGR within the community have been organized by, reported on and 

directed by the NWMO. The siting process is solely NWMO driven. Its 9-step process is not designed to 

foster community engagement, but to manage community opinion. NWMO’s mandate, now, is to 

develop and manage the DGR, not to do what is best for the community in which it intends to operate. 

The result is that the Municipality of South Bruce is following the NWMO’s 9-step process to ensure that 

this mandate will be met. To that end, the NWMO’s goal to find a community so desperate for revenue 

that it is willing to accept high level radioactive waste in exchange for economic gain.  

Not only is the Municipality of South Bruce following this NWMO process, but the municipality has also 

accepted funds from NWMO to hire three new staff members. These employees know that their 

continued employment is wholly dependent on continued NWMO funding. If these employees are 

involved in activities such as working in partnership with the NWMO at meetings, open houses, 

surveys, workshops and educating the residents of the merit of the project, then how can this be 

considered as an independent event and a community driven activity?   

A prime example of this is the South Bruce Community Liaison Committee (SBCLC) activities that are 

an integral part of the NWMO process. At every meeting since 2012, NWMO personal have been 

attending, 56 of the 60 presenters at these meetings have been NWMO-hired scientists or consultants. 

Each of these have been pro DGR. Only after extensive complaints from the community, the SBCLC 

finally allow one presenter in opposition of the DGR. How can a committee be unbiased or informed 

about the merit of a project if the information they receive is only provided by the organization who is 

attempting to sell the community on accepting their project? This is another example of the NWMO-

driven process that is designed for approval, not meaningful engagement. 

To have a meaningful partnership, you might expect that the engagement process would involve a 

reasonable percentage of the residents of the community. In all the activities hosted by NWMO in the 

Municipality of South Bruce, the number of attendees has been less than 200 residents. Often the 

same residents have attended various events. With such a low level of participation by the community 

residents, how can one consider this to be a meaningful partnership? 

During the period of the land acquisition, which occurred in the fall of 2019, adjacent property owners 

were kept in the dark. NWMO’s strong need to acquire land for the DGR project resulted in them paying 

a 25% premium above the market price. Activities such as the funding of dedicated staff within the 

South Bruce municipality and providing $1.5 million for the well-being fund of the community, which is 

not connected in any way to the project, all point to the fact that money seems to be the catalyst for 

getting the community and the residents to buy into the concept of the DGR. Is this what the NWMO 

expects in return for their generosity?  
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In summary, the engagement process followed by the NWMO and South Bruce municipality has 

focused for the last 9 years on the technical capabilities of the project with little or no attention to the 

social and economic impacts. Although understanding the technology risks, which there are many, are 

important to the residents of the community, the final decision on whether this project will be safe and 

environmentally acceptable will not be made by the South Bruce residents. As Mayor Buckle has stated 

don’t worry, these approvals will be determined by the Federal Agencies for the project. 

Members of the POW-NNW have requested the South Bruce municipality to produce any preliminary 

economic study details, for the project, but none have been received. It is our opinion with a project with 

such a major culture and economic change to the community, such a study should have been 

completed at the initial start of the project. What we find has occurred is that the South Bruce 

municipality has been driven by the NWMO 9 step process which delays these studies very late in the 

process despite the main component of the study being available years ago, namely the work force 

numbers for the project. The residents of the community do make (we hope) the final decision on this 

component of the project. So why does this come so late in the NWMO  9 step process? 
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Appendix 1: Letter to Council from David Donnelly Dated Feb 4 2021 
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Appendix 2: Letter to POW-NNW from Patrick Duffy Dated Feb 23 2021 
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Appendix 3: The NWMO and South Bruce Learning Together June 2020
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Appendix 4: Did You Know July 2020
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Appendix 5: Protect Our Waterways Flyer Sept 2020 
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Appendix 6: Letter to Editor – Vice President Ben Belfadhel 
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Appendix 7: NWMO Just the Facts 
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Appendix 8: Your Safety is Our Purpose 
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Appendix 9: South Bruce CLC January 2014 Flyer 
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